
Sweet Tee’s Coffee Shop Presents: 3-for-1 Authors Booksigning Event

Friday, Sept 29, 6:30 – 8pm

Chris Meyers  is the author of the fantasy novel, “The Bahawre Island” – first
in a series of novels about the Kingdom of Zille. From the mysterious 
circumstances surrounding a lost ship to the king’s death and the threat of war, 
Meyers weaves adventure and conflict into the fantasy world of Aeo.

Meyers is also a professional software developer, a father of two and a foodie in 
all things nutritious. 

His blog includes opinions and questions “When Obvious Isn’t.” Follow Chris at 
www.ChrisLMeyers.com.

Molly Totoro is the author of “Journaling Toward Wholeness – a 28-Day Plan 
to Develop a Journaling Practice.” As an experienced journaler, Totoro has taught 
workshops, recorded YouTube videos and now authored her expertise into this 
helpful guide about journaling.

Totoro is also working on a series for Middle Grade readers and she is a 
Contributing Writer for the popular “Modern Creative Life” blog.

Totoro is a retired teacher, a dog-lover, a mother and a grandmother who loves 
everything related to Christmas. Engage with Molly at www.MollyTotoro.com.

RJ Thesman is the author of the popular Reverend G trilogy – the story of a
woman minister who is diagnosed with Alzheimer’s and afraid of forgetting God.

Thesman’s most recent books include: “Sometimes They Forget – Finding Hope
in the Alzheimer’s Journey” – a compilation of essays for caregivers and 
“Setting & Reaching Your Writing Goals” – a guide to help writers hit their 
publishing targets.

Thesman is also a Certified Writing Coach and a member of the Kansas 
Authors Club. Connect with RJ at: www.RJThesman.net.

        

Sweet Tee’s Coffee Shop

2063 E. Santa Fe

Olathe, KS

Join us at one of the favorite go-to places for
meet and greet in Olathe. A variety of coffees,
teas, chai, and pastries presented in a cozy,

homey atmosphere. 

Meet 3 Kansas Authors and talk about the
process and joy of writing books.

http://www.ChrisLMeyers.com/
http://www.RJThesman.net/
http://www.MollyTotoro.com/

